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Lot

Description

360

This is a Trade Auction and buyers are not therefore covered by legislation that protects non-trade consumers. The Consumer Rights
Act does NOT apply to this auction and all lots are sold without any form of warranty or guarantee.

361

A 'Grand Banks' radio controlled luxury model yacht. The scratch built model was constructed by a Professional model maker and
appears to be in Excellent condition and comes with battery and control unit. The model on stand measures approximately 58cms (H) x
100 (L) x 30cms (W) (3)

362

A 'Grand Banks 32' static model yacht. The model on stand measures approximately 60cms (H) x 100cms (L) x 25 cms (W) and
appears to be in Excellent condition.

363

A static display model of a French cruise liner 'Le Soleal' .This professional made model on stand measures approximately 21cms (H) x
72cms (L) x 10cms (W)

364

A display model of the last sea-going paddle steamer 'Waverley'. The static model is professionally made, measures approximately
22cms (H) x 79cms (L) x 20cms (D) and appears to be in Excellent condition.

365

A moulded plastic model of a passenger 'Shark Line' ferry boat entitled 'Jaws'. The boat is without engine / control unit, and measures
approximately 35cms (H) x 94cms (L) x 36cms (W).

366

A scratch built model constructed in wood and plastic of a fishing vessel. The model measures approximately 60cms (H) x 93cms (L) x
23cms (W). The mode comes with motor inside.

367

A static wooden model of a fishing vessel on a stand. Measuring approximately 52cms (H) x 62cms (L) x24cms (W). The model is
unmarked but appears to be in well built but dusty condition.

368

A radio controlled 'Smasher' Destroyer. 'HT2879A' The destroyer measures approximately 22cms (H) x 79cms (L) x 11cms (W) appears
to be in Good condition and is supplied without transmitter / controller.

369

A large wooden radio controlled model of a Venetian State launch. This impressive looking model made from mahogany is on a stand
and measures approximately 22cms (H) x 94cms (L) x 19cms (W). The model appears to be in Good condition overall with a loose
cover to top comes with engine and is without ...[more]

370

A large plastic model of a cruise ship 'Joshie'. The model measures approximately 43cms (H)x 102cms (L) x 20cms (W).

371

A scratch built model of a lake vessel 'Party Boat' measuring approximately 28cms (H) x 85cms x 30(W). The model has no motor and is
supplied without transmitter / controller.

372

A wooden model of a Russian Paddle Steamer 'St.Petersburg'. The model measures approximately 27cms (H) x 98cms (L) x 22cms
(W).

373

A fibreglass model of a luxury yacht. The model measures approximately 29cms (H) x 90cms (L) x 33cms (W). The model appears to be
in Very Good overall condition and is without motor, transmitter / controller.

374

A wooden model of an RAF Launch 'JT296'. The model supplied without engine, on stand measures approximately 27cms (H) x 89cms
(L) x 26cms (W), and appears to be in Fair - Good condition.

375

A remote controlled Severn Class Lifeboat. The model, supplied without transmitter / controller, is constructed from plastic measuring
approximately 33cms (H) x 47cms (L) x 16cms (W) and appears to be in Very Good condition.

376

A scratch built model of Royal Navy Steam Pinnacle 199, measuring approximately 48cms (H) x 127cms (L) x 26cms (W) and is
supplied without motor or transmitter / controller.

377

A large static model of a sea going yacht 'Miss Take'. The yacht is a professionally built display model measuring approximately 99cms
(H) x 76cms (L) x 13cms (W) and appears in Good overall dusty condition

378

A twin Propeller Remote Control Coast Guard Patrol Boat 'Excellent Endless Power'. The plastic model measures approximately 40cms
(H) x 70cms (L) x 16cms (W), comes without transmitter / control unit and appears to be in Good overall condition.

379

A flotilla of five static wooden models on stands depicting fishing vessels. Models are in an array of sizes ranging from approximately
16cms - 24cms in length.

380

A static wooden model of a Chinese Junk. The model made from mahogany measures on stand approximately 86cms (H) x 121cms (L)
x 24cms (H). The model needs work to rigging but appears to be in Good condition overall.

381

A fibreglass constructed prototype model of a yacht entitled 'Venture' . The model measures approximately 60cms (H) x 133cms (L) x
45cms Beam, and was constructed by a shipyard. A lot suitable for the enthusiast.

382

A large WW2 radio controlled fishing trawler 'H84 Dorna'. The kit built trawler on stand, measures approximately 63cms (H) x 109cms
(L) x 24cms (D). The model has engines in place and appears to be in Excellent overall condition.

383

Model Slipway - A kit-built tug boat 'Al Kubar 2' by Model Slipway. The model on stand measures approximately 50cms (H) x 80cms (L)
x 25cms (W). Engines in place. Built to a good standard and appears in Good overall condition with signs of use.

384

A scratch built model of a Norwegian ferry boat, as depicted in the British 1965 war film 'The Heroes of Telemark'. The model appears
well built and measures on stand 35cms (H) x 90cms (L) x 22cms (W), and comes with a Hornby OO gauge model steam train and
rolling stock.

385

Premier Models - A professional built Grand Banks display model yacht by Premier Models. The model on stand measures
approximately 140cms (H) x 130cms (L) x 20cms (W) and appears to be in Excellent overall condition.

386

387

A flotilla of ten static wooden models on stands depicting fishing vessels, yachts galleons and similar. Models are in an array of sizes
ranging from approximately 16cms - 32cms in length.

Two static wooden display models of Riva type luxury yachts. The larger model with American flag measures approximately 18cms (H) x
51cms (L) x 14cms (D) whilst the smaller measures approximately 14cms (H) x 36cms (L) x 12cms (D). Both models show signs of
display but generally appear to be in Excel ...[more]

388

JSL, Minic, Atlas Editions - A collection of 16 unboxed predominately diecast model ships with a wooden waterline model. The waterline
model L41 'City of Port Elizabeth' bears a monogram mark on the underside JSL. Lot also contains Minic M733 SS Vikingen; Atlas
Editions Bismark; USS Saratoga and sim ...[more]

389

A resin model on stand of a U-Boat measuring approximately 20cms (H) x 48cms (L) x 7cms (W) together with a wooden model
(possibly kit built) of a passenger ship with some minor damage measuring approximately 10cms (H) x 49cms (L) x 7cms (D)

390

Billing Boats (Denmark) - A built Billings Boat model of a Dutch Coaster 'Mercantic'. The model measures approximately 43cms (H) x
96cms (L) x 19cms (W).The model appears well built and comes with engines in place. The model was not supplied originally with a
control unit, intended to purchase separ ...[more]

391

An unmarked wooden static display model of a barge, measuring approximately 7cms (H) x 44cms (L) x 95ms (W), accompanied with a
scratch built wooden model of a pleasure cruiser measuring approximately 20cms (H) x 66cms (L) x 13cms (W) plus a solar powered
lighthouse measuring approximately 27cms in ...[more]

392

An unmarked wooden static display boat on stand, measuring approximately 29cms (H) x 40cms (L) x 9cms (W), accompanied with a
solar powered lighthouse measuring approximately 37cms in height. (2)

393

A scratch built model of a Pilot Boat measuring approximately 45cms (H) x 87cms (L) x 25cms (W).The model appears well built and
comes with engines.

394

Remote Control - a Mars Chased radio control stunt vehicle by High Champion Toys, vehicle appears mint in good plus box

395

A boxed unmarked Mustang P51 radio controlled model aircraft. The model appears to be in Mint condition still sealed in its original box.

396

The All New GC4M Kit Scaled at 1/10Military Command VehicleCrossRC - 4WD Command vehicle.This model comes with alloy 2
speed transmission, alloy axles,steel drive shafts,leaf springs and damper suspension. It also has beadlock truck tyres, spare wheel,
aerials etcWith power pack and Syma RC transmit ...[more]

397

Heng Long - Abrams 1/16 scale M1A2 tank with 2.4 GHz transmitter. This version has metal tracks and chains. Fires an invisible IR
signal to be used as part of Heng Long's Infrared Battle System, which disables other tanks when hit five times during simulated combat.
Up to 20 tanks at the same time c ...[more]

398

An RC controlled military truck with power bank and flashing lights. In US army desert livery and mock canvas cargo area.16cm x 12cm
x 42cm

399

Torro - M16 half track-laying vehicle in US army WW2 livery. Vehicle frames and drive chain are almost completely made from metal
with RC remote control. Proportional control with 64 driving steps.H- 16 cm D - 13 cm L- 43 cm

400

King Kong - RC CA10 1/12 scale tractor truck model was originally based on the American International KR-11 which was supplied in
great numbers to the Soviet Union during WW II. It is a scale replica of the KR-11 and subsequent versions that were designed based
on the original KR-11.This model has b ...[more]

401

Huina - 1:10 Fork Lift with Die Cast Parts. In working order with power back and transmitter. Forks are missing. In good overall
appearance with little sign of wear.H - 30 cm D - 16 L - 36 cm

402

Carson - MODEL SPORT Linde H 40 D forklift truck RC model with a 2.4 GHz 6-channel desk transmitter. Besides the driving functions,
the truck has a fully functional forklift as well as a light and sound module. In working condition.H - 20cm D - 10cm L - 30cm

403

Heng Long - RC Tiger tank I 1:16 Advanced Line IR/BB with 6mm Shooting System + infrared battle system. Sound and smoke system.
With Sender transmitter (27.145 MHz) power bank.21cm x 23cm x 54cm

404

Futaba - Attack T2ER R/C Transmitter/ Controller.

405

Heng Long - M26 Pershing 1:16 scale tank. This model has a forward and reverse drive. It alsoshoots BB round with barrel recoil action
with sound effects and smoke. With a Sender 2.4Ghz transmitter. No Batteries / power pack.approx. 23cm x 23cm x 51cm

406

Sender - radio control transmitter (27.145 MHz)

407

HG - HG P408 Humvee style with light and sound Function 1/10 scale 2.4G 4WD 16CH 30km/h Rc Model U.S.4X4. Painted in Military
Police livery. This model is in excellent visual condition.This item was not originally supplied with a radio control unit which was intended
to be bought separately.28cm x 2 ...[more]

408

Gyro - A Gyro unboxed 'Top Ranking' Radio Transmitter / Control unit. 3 Channel. 27 MHz.

409

Heng Long - R/C tank 1/16 German RC Panther G camo IR Servo Torro Pro EditionSingle link metal tracks connected with steel pins,
smoke generator and sound module, IR battle system with gun recoil and flashes of light effects.With Sender radio control
transmitter.No battery or battery cover.24cm x 20 ...[more]

410

Remote control transmitter. A/F spares or repair

411

HG -RC MRAP COUGAR U.S. Military Vehicle 6X6 HG P602 1/12 2.4G 6WD 16CH ARTR2.4G (16 channel) automatic frequency fullscale synchronous remote control systemThe turret can be rotated in 360 degrees.Spring steel plate shock absorber + telescopic
double shock absorptionFront and rear independent link ...[more]

412

Remote control transmitter. A/F spares or repair

413

CrossRC - AT4 EMO 4WD off road adventure truck. The suspension use multi link integral axle design. The steel connecting rod, and
the front axle is equipped with Panhard rod,2 speed transmission, transfer case, differential lock and portal axle. This model comes with
a Carson trailer. With power ...[more]

414

Forces of valor remote control transmitter. A/F spares or repair

415

CrossRC - AT4 EMO 4WD off road adventure truck. The suspension use multi link integral axle design. The steel connecting rod, and
the front axle is equipped with Panhard rod,2 speed transmission, transfer case, differential lock and portal axle. This model comes with
a Carson trailer. With power ...[more]

416

Hobby - Remote control for excavator.

417

CROSSRC - HC4 4 x 4 4WD TRUCK model. 1/10 scale,aluminium chassis, aluminium axle casings, steel axles with hardened steel
gears, steel driveshafts with universal joints, shock absorbers and leaf spring suspension, beadlock wheels with soft grip tyres, led lights
system, aluminium transfer gear ...[more]

418

Axial - R/C rock crawler SCX10 II UMG10 1/10 Scale Elec 4WD made from Kit C-AXI90075 with twin axle vehicle. In working order with
battery pack. This model shows no external damage and appears in excellent condition.This item was not originally supplied with a radio
control unit which was intended t ...[more]

419

CROSSRC - HC4 4 x 4 4WD TRUCK model. 1/10 scale,aluminium chassis, aluminium axle casings, steel axles with hardened steel
gears, steel driveshafts with universal joints, shock absorbers and leaf spring suspension, beadlock wheels with soft grip tyres, led lights
system, aluminium transfer gear ...[more]

420

CrossRC - HC6 truck Scaled at 1/12 with 6 wheel drive.This model has a 2 speed transmission, steel gears and alloy chassis. Working
with power pack. Finished to a high level of accuracy with bed canopy and U.S Army livery.This item was not originally supplied with a
radio control unit which was inte ...[more]

421

Heng Long - 1/16 3839-1 2.4G U.S. M41A3 Wacker Bulldog RC Tank. With power pack. Working lights with sound, smoke and metal
tracks. An good example of a well made kit. This item was not originally supplied with a radio control unit which was intended to be
bought separately.50cm x 21cm x 52cm

422

King Kong - RC 1/12 CA-30 6x6 Tractor Truck. A lovely example of an enthusiast built kit. The all metal body and wood framed load bed
with oil barrels,tyres and wheat sack load add even more realism to this well put together piece. It comes with a fully working winch and
power pack. The overall cond ...[more]

423

CrossRC - HC6 truck Scaled at 1/12 with 6 wheel drive.This model has a 2 speed transmission, steel gears and alloy chassis. Working
with battery.Finished in a to a high level with bed canopy in desert livery with working winch.With CossRC D20 1/12 Scale 152mm
Howitzer Towed GunH - 25 cm D - 22 cm L ...[more]

424

Tamiya - 1/14 Big Truck Series No.07 Mercedes Benz 1850L Panel Van Truck made from Kit 56307. Metal from and suspension. No
power pack but r/c receiver and sound have be installed. Front cab tilts forward to allow access to motor etc. Well made with no
apparent external damage and appears to have li ...[more]

425

R/C plastic model 4X4 US army truck with working lights and front and rear suspension. No battery and no controller. This item comes
with a cross single axle trailer.approx 16cm x 12 cm x 32cm

426

Futuba, Others - A wooden compartmental box containing a quantity of parts and accessories for the radio controlled hobby enthusiast.
Lot includes Futuba PCM1024 Pulse Code Modulation System (35 MHz) Dual Conversion; Futuba R149DP 9 Channel Receiver
(35MHz); Unmarked MG 996R Torque Gear Servo Motor; ...[more]

427

Tamiya, Lesu, Others - Two plastic boxes containing new and used spares and parts for the radio controlled enthusiast. Lot includes 15
rubber tyres in various sizes such as Tamiya 11.00X22.5 Tyres; Lesu VG1002 Heavy Duty Tow Hooks; wiring, motors, jerry cans and
similar.

428

CrossRC - R/C truckMC8 1/12 Off Road Military Truck Kit 8X8 wheel drive w/ Scale Interior.LED lights and sound with 3 axle camo
painted trailer, approx 23cm x 22cm x 82cm

429

An unmarked Six-wheel four-wheel drive radio controlled US army truck, possibly by JJRC. The truck measures approximately 40cms
(L) x 17cms (H) x 14cms (W), and appears in Excellent condition without control / transmitter unit. The lot is accompanied by a military
trailer measuring approximately 35c ...[more]

430

Tamiya - a built Tamiya 1:14 scale RC Mercedes-Benz Actros 3363 6x4 3 axle truck and Intercontinental Express Trailer. A highly
detailed model that measures over 1 metre in length with its trailer. Both appear to be in Excellent condition with signs of display and
light use. The set is without trans ...[more]

431

Crossrc - BC8 Mammoth 1/12 Scale 8x8 Off Road Military Truck with Croosrc T247 Transporter Trailer For The BC8 Mammoth 1/12
scaleThe truck is an 8 wheel drive full CNC aluminium chassis, steel front bumper, metal hinges to all doors, front and rear metal tow
hooks and winches. It also has all metal ...[more]

432

Tamiya - 1/14 R/C globe-liner truck with container trailer and container.Tamiya - . This truck and trailer combo has been well assembled
and is in full working order. The truck has a metal frame with working lights and sound. The trailer locking and unlocking is R/C
controlled also. The trailer has ...[more]

433

Tamiya - 1/14 R/C Grand hauler truck model with Gallant EAGLE fuel tanker and flatbed trailer. This truck and trailer combo has been
well assembled and is in full working order. The truck has a metal frame with working lights and sound. The trailers locking and
unlocking is R/C controlled also. The ...[more]

434

Tamiya - 1/14 R/C Grand hauler truck model with low loader trailer. This truck and trailer combo has been well assembled and is in full
working order. The truck has a metal frame with working lights and sound. The trailer locking and unlocking is R?C controlled also. The
trailer has a working winch ...[more]

435

Matchbox - An unboxed 1990s Matchbox wired remote controlled Caterpillar Bulldozer. The plastic bulldozer has signs of play and use
but generally appears to be Fair Plus condition with a missing battery compartment to the remote control.

436

Thunder Tiger Victoria Radio controlled sailing yacht, unused, boxed, requires assembly, 779 mm long, 1086 mm tall, includes display
stand. The yacht was not supplied originally with the radio control unit, intended to purchase separately.

437

Radio controlled Robonetics Roboraptor animated dinosaur in original box, can be direct remote controlled or left to roam on
autonomous behaviour mode.

438

A radio controlled tug boat Joffre, very well detailed and finished, complete with motors and control, batteries and chargers, 30 inches
long.

439

Triang - A boxed Triang electric Ocean Liner RMS Orcades. This large plastic model with cream hull and white superstructure measures
approximately 50cm in length and appears to be in Fair overall dusty condition with signs of play and use in a Poor illustrated box with
storage wear and imperfection ...[more]

440

Triang, Topper Toys, Johnny Express - A boxed vintage Topper Toys #6130 'Johnny Express' Remote Control Tractor Trailer with red
body, and yellow chassis; with #6270 Reefer Van in yellow with accessories; plus #6181 Crane also in yellow. The hard plastic toys
appear to be in Very Good - Excellent co ...[more]

441

A kit built RC model of a tug Boat 'Billy'. The mainly wooden model measures approximately 52cms (L) x 25cms (H) x 16cms (W). The
model is without power / control unit, and appears to be in Good overall condition and made to a very good standard.

442

A kit built RC model of the cargo ship 'Port Brisbane' . The mainly wooden model measures approximately 90cms (L) x 24cms (H) x
11cms (W). The model is without power / control unit, and appears to be in Good overall condition and made to a very good standard.

451

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Bears comprising # 034008 Amelia white tag in ear, # 033261 Pig and 112256 Small Fawn, both with yellow
tags.

452

Steiff - Two Steiff Mini Bears comprising 2 x # 112102 Panda, yellow tags, approximately 8 cm (h)

453

Steiff - Two Steiff Mini Bears comprising 2 x # 112126 'Dragon', yellow tag, approximately 9 cm (h)

454

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Bears comprising # 028915 'Bear With Heart', # 662829 'Orange Bear' and # 040191 Krokus, all with yellow
tags, average height 9 cm.

455

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Bears comprising # 040313 'Mouse With Pendant', #112300 'Bear With Tartan Scarf' and # 028229 'Clover Leaf
Bear' all with yellow tags, average height 10 cm.

456

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Bears comprising # 039287 'Blue Bear', # 112317 'Pink Bear' and # 040337 'Tiny Cat', all with yellow tags,
average height 9 cm .

457

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Bears comprising # 036798 'Deer Bear' white tag, # 039249 'Bear With Necklace' and # 112362 'Dog' both with
yellow tags, average height 9 cm.

458

Steiff - A boxed Steiff 'Cappuccino Bear' # 039768, yellow tag, approximately 16 cm (h)

459

Steiff - A boxed Steiff Mini Bear # 034510 'Harlequin', white tag, approximately 10 cm (h)

460

Steiff - A boxed limited edition Steiff Rupert The Bear ornament # 653537, white tag, approximately 12 cm.The box has slightly worn
edges and some small creases from being opened. The bear appears to look like new, one small slight mark to the right shoe which
looks to be made during manufacture

461

Steiff - A boxed, limited edition Steiff # 681417 'Fawn On Wheels ornament', white tag, approximately 13 cm (h)

462

Steiff - A boxed Steiff bear # 002939 'Big Foot Bear', yellow tag, approximately 16 cm (h)

463

Steiff - A boxed, limited edition Steiff bear # 036323 'Black Crystal Bear', white tag, approximately 11 cm (h)

464

Steiff - A boxed Steiff bear # 001031 'Jona', yellow tag, approximately 18 cm (h)

465

Steiff - A boxed, limited edition Steiff Paddington Bear # 690396, white tag and certificate, approximately 13 cm (h)

466

Steiff - Three Steiff Mini Animals comprising # 112225 'Clippy Dolphin', # 112188 'Putsy Seahorse' and # 112201 'Flossy Clownfish, all
with yellow tags and contained within a Steiff box, average size 10 cm.

467

Steiff - Two boxed Steiff Mini Animals comprising # 112010 'Lamb' with yellow tag, and a limited edition # 034541 'Dachshund Romeo'
white tag and certificate, average size 9 cm. [2]

468

Steiff - Two boxed, limited edition Steiff Christmas Clips comprising # 037474 'Red Bear with Bell' and # 037399 'Yellow Bear with Bell'
both with white tags and certificates, average height 9 cm. [2]

469

Steiff - A boxed limited edition Steiff 'Lladro Ornament Bear', # 677649, white tag and certificate, approximately 14 cm (h)

470

Steiff - A boxed, limited edition Steiff 'Winnie The Pooh with Honey Pot' ornament, # 682933, white tag, approximately 11 cm (h)

471

Steiff - Two Steiff dogs comprising # 104985 'Bernie The Husky' (15 cm h), and # 110337 'Husky' (9 cm), both with yellow tags.

472

Steiff - A boxed limited edition Steiff Mini Bear # 006463 'Dolly' (11 cm h), with white tag and an unboxed Steiff # 072314 'Clippy The
Baby Mammoth', with yellow tag, approximately 12 cm (h).

473

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear 'Pam' # CB194758, designed by Isabelle Lee, jointed limbs with cream and
chocolate colour fur and necklace of bells, swing tags and label, approximately 38 cm, contained in Charlie Bears bag.

474

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear 'Paul' # CB104697, designed by Christine Pike, with jointed limbs and grey fur, swing
tags and label, approximately 33 cm, contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

475

Steiff, Other - An unboxed Steiff 'Blue Whale' #047350. The baby whale measures approximately 15cms in length, has Steiff button on
yellow label 04730 on fin, with swing tags, and appears in Excellent condition. The lot is accompanied by a small jointed bear, machine
stitched, with one eye and horiz ...[more]

476

Charlie Bears - A limited edition Charlie Bear from the Minimo Collection 'Mungo', designed by Isabelle Lee. The bear has jointed limbs
and fur in tones of brown, wears a necklace with bell, swing tag numbered 560/2000 and label, approximately 20 cm.

477

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bear soft toy teddy bear 'Alice' # CB094079B, designed by Isabelle Lee, with orangey brown fur, jointed limbs
and necklace, swing tags and label, approximately 27 cm.

478

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear # CB181721A 'Teddy' designed by Heather Lyell, with jointed limbs and plush dark
blue fur and magnets in the hands and eyes Teddy can cover his eyes, clasp his hands and hold hands with other magnet bears,
approximately 30 cm (h)

479

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear 'Emma' # CB183952, designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, grey fur, ribbon
and flower necklace pendant and swing tags, approximately 30 cm (h).

480

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear 'Kitty' # CB114789 designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, grey fur and
necklace with bell and swing tags, approximately 28 cm (h) and contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

481

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear # CB094093 'Evie' designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, fur in tones of cream
and brown, ribbons and swing tags, approximately 25 cm (h).

482

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears toft toy teddy bear in the form of a panda, # CB094318 'Alanna', designed by Isabelle Lee with jointed
limbs, necklace and pendant and swing tags, approximately 34 cm (h), contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

483

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear # CB183962A 'Primrose' designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, plush fur in
white and brown, ribbons and swing tags, approximately 30 cm (h) and contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

484

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears knitted wool teddy bear 'Knotty' # CB10JKBCRE, with ribbon and swing tags, approximately 40 cm (h)
and a Charlie Bears book Love, Dreams & Bears, Celebrating the first five years. [2]

485

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear in the form of a panda, # CB614989 'Mistletoe', designed by Isabelle Lee, with
jointed limbs, green and white fur, necklace with bell and swing tags, approximately 28 cm (h) and contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

486

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear # CB604748C 'Ragsy', designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, patchwork effect
plush fur, heart pendant necklace and swing tags, approximately 28 cm (h) and contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

487

Charlie Bears - A Charlie Bears soft toy teddy bear 'Ruby' # CB094080A, designed by Isabelle Lee, with jointed limbs, plush fur in red
and grey, ribbons and swing tags, approximately 30 cm (h) and contained in a Charlie Bears bag.

488

Ashton Drake Galleries - A large Ashton Drake collectors doll, 'Max The Sonnyboy', approximately 80 cm (h), with certificate and
contained in original box with outer packaging.

489

Bearhouse - Charlie Bears - a Bearhouse Bear entitled Chatsworth BB623003 by Charlie Bears, comes with ribbon and tag necklace,
approx height in seated position 30 cm ( h )

490

Alberon Dolls - A boxed Alberon Doll modern bisque doll ''Abigail'. The doll appears to be in Excellent condition and come with
Certificate of Authenticity, and is housed within a Very Good original box which has some pen marking and general storage wear and
tear.

491

An unmarked vintage yellow mohair and chenille soft toy rabbit, believed to be American made circa 1920's. The soft filled rabbit has
wire ears, black button eyes and a pink horizontally stitched nose and pink whiskers, with purple felt pads, and measures approximately
43 cms in height. The rabbit a ...[more]

492

JK Farnell - An unmarked vintage mohair teddy bear believed to be by JK Farnell circa 1950. The jointed bear measures approximately
35 cms in height, has a square black vertically stitched nose on shaven muzzle, a hump to the back, with glass eyes. The straw filled
bear has worn leather pads, and we ...[more]

493

Bradgate, Palitoy - An unboxed vintage 60/70's Palitoy Bradgate Walking Talking Doll. The blond haired large eyed doll with the lettering
'Bradgate Made in England' on her back appears to be in Excellent condition overall and comes with additional clothing. (2)

494

A collection of boxed collector dolls of varying size to include Leonardo Collection, Sumi Collection, Knightsbridge Collection and similar.

495

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Tulani', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 280/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid is torn to
one end and has some surface ...[more]

496

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Katiina', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 248/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing. Location : Ab ...[more]

497

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Karile', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 185/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing. Location : Abo ...[more]

498

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Marijana', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 244/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
slight creasing and surface dirt ...[more]

499

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Bunda', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 301/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
tearing where packing pieces have be ...[more]

500

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Theresa', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 358/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
creasing and staining. Location : ...[more]

501

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Natalie', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 157/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 70 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
creasing. Location : Above stock r ...[more]

502

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Tilda', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
137/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some creasing,
tears and surface dirt. Lo ...[more]

503

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition 'Club' dressed doll entitled 'Siri', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 683/713, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
creasing and surface dirt, lid ...[more]

504

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition 'Club' dressed doll entitled 'Rosa', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 246/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 85 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
slight creasing and surface di ...[more]

505

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll pair entitled 'Liska & Lotta', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of
authenticity numbered 333/377, contained in original box and outer card box, larger doll is approximately 94 cm, dolls appear in mint
condition, box has some surf ...[more]

506

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Catti', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
159/377, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some knocks
and surface dirt. Loc ...[more]

507

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Minchen', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 206/277, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some slight creasing. Location ...[more]

508

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Evimike', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 315/377, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 120 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some slight creasing and teari ...[more]

509

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'La Mei', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 212/377, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 87 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some slight creasing and tearing ...[more]

510

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Prinz Sonnenstrahl', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of
authenticity numbered 96/713, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 87 cm, doll appears in mint condition,
box has some slight creasing. ...[more]

511

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll pair entitled 'Fina', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 365/713 and Himstedt Club leaflet, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 95 cm, doll appears in
mint condition, box has som ...[more]

512

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Linn', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
194/277, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some slight
creasing. Location : A ...[more]

513

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll pair entitled 'Jella', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 242/277, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some creasing. Location : Ab ...[more]

514

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll pair entitled 'Alma', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 192/277, contained in original box and outer card box, doll is approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some creasing and slight surf ...[more]

515

A very large, limited edition, German vinyl dressed doll pair entitled 'Martha', likely by Rienart Faelens 'Adele's Puppenhaus', produced
in a limited edition of 2000 and numbered 209, with certificate of authenticity and affixed to a display stand, approximately 120 cm (h),
doll appears in mint con ...[more]

516

A very large, limited edition, German vinyl dressed doll, likely by Rienart Faelens 'Adele's Puppenhaus', produced in a limited edition of
2000 and numbered 90, affixed to a display stand, approximately 110 cm (h), doll appears in mint condition. Location : Above stock
room.

517

Alberon - A limited edition porcelain dressed doll by Alberon in the form of a young girl seated, produced in a limited edition of 2000 and
numbered 303, approximately 38 cm (h). Location : Above stock room.

518

Alberon - Two limited edition, porcelain, dressed dolls by Alberon, the first numbered 272/2000, the other 987/2000, both affixed to
display stands, largest approximately 56 cm (h), both dolls appear in NM - M condition. [2] Location : Above stock room.

519

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited run dressed Club Edition doll entitled 'Morgana' produced only in 1996, with glass eyes and real
hair, certificate of authenticity, unboxed, doll is approximately 60 cm, doll appears in NM - M condition but is lacking floral headband.
Location : Above stock room.

520

Alberon - A boxed Alberon A125 doll 'Samantha'. The doll measuring approximately 40cms in height appears to be in MInt condition in
an Excellent box. (Location: Upper Stock Room)

521

Alberon - Three boxed dolls by Alberon. Lot consists of Alberon #190 'Lady Emma' approximately 53cms (H); Blond doll on stand
approximately 40cms (H); and 'Tessa' approximately 50cms (H). Dolls appear to be in Mint condition in Excellent boxes with some minor
imperfections. (3) (Location: Upper Sto ...[more]

522

Alberon - A boxed Alberon A265 porcelain Collectors doll. The doll measuring approximately 72cms in height on stand appears to be
Mint condition on dusty stand, housed in an Excellent box with minor wear. (Location: Upper Stock Room)

523

Alberon - Three boxed Alberon porcelain Collectors dolls. Lot includes #725 Zara 47cms (H); A102 50cms (H); and A107 63cms (H).
Dolls appear to be in Mint condition one on dusty stand and are presented in Very Good - Excellent boxes with minor wear and
imperfections. (3) (Location: Upper Stock Room)

524

Alberon - Three boxed Alberon porcelain Collectors dolls. Lot includes Juliette 49cms (H) on stand; Laurel 53cms (H) on dusty stand;
and 'Anne of Cleeves' 56cms on stand. Dolls appear to be in Mint condition and are presented in Good - Excellent boxes with minor
wear and imperfections. Measurements ...[more]

525

Alberon - Three boxed Alberon porcelain Collectors dolls. Lot includes Camille 54cms (H) on dusty stand; Lyndsey 62cms (H) on dusty
stand; and 'Elizabeth' 60cms on stand. Dolls appear to be in Mint condition and are presented in Good - Excellent boxes with minor
wear and imperfections. Measurements ...[more]

526

Alberon - A boxed Alberon Limited Edition porcelain Collectors doll 'Josie'. The doll stands approximately 75cms in height on stand, and
in number 255 of 2500. The doll appear to be in Mint condition and are presented in an Excellent box with minor wear. (Location: Upper
Stock Room)

527

Alberon - Two boxed Alberon porcelain Collectors dolls. The lot includes 'Debra' measuring approximately 62cms in height on dusty
stand; with an unmarked Doll also measuring 62cms in height. Both dolls appears to be Mint condition , housed in Very Good - Excellent
boxes with minor wear. (2) (Locatio ...[more]

528

The Jackie Doll - An boxed unmarked collectors doll entitled 'The Jackie Doll'. The doll measures approximately 32cms in height and
appears on stand and appears to be in Excellent condition, housed in an Excellent box with minor wear. (Location: Upper Stock Room)

529

Alberon, Ashton Drake - Three boxed collectors dolls . Lot consists of Ashton Drake, blonde doll in pink dress on stand 32cms (H);
Alberon Red headed doll carrying Bible on stand 44cms (H); and Alberon 'Jennifer' 55cms (H). Dolls appear to be in Excellent - Mint
condition in Very Good - Excellent bo ...[more]

530

Alberon - Two boxed porcelain collectors dolls by Alberon. Lot consists of 'Haxel' in teddy bear dress with teddy bear on stand 48cms
(H); and 'Lady Helena' on dusty stand 51cms (H). Dolls appear to be in Excellent - Mint condition in Very Good boxes with some minor
imperfections. Measurements are a ...[more]

531

Alberon, Unmarked - Three boxed collectors dolls. Lot consists of an unmarked red haired doll in sitting position 35cms (H); Alberon
brown haired doll carrying watering car stand 44cms (H); and Alberon blond haired doll in floral dress 42cms (H). Dolls appear to be in
Mint condition in Very Good - E ...[more]

532

Cotswold Mint, Seymour Mann - Two boxed porcelain collectors dolls. Lot includes Cotswold Mint doll on stand measuring 42cms (H);
and Seymour Mann doll with red hair and floral dress 52cms (H). Dolls appear to be in Mint condition in Good - Excellent boxes with
some imperfections. Measurements are a ...[more]

533

Cotswold Mint, Alberon - Two boxed porcelain collectors dolls. Lot includes Cotswold Mint doll on stand wearing historic Tudor style
dress measuring 52cms (H); and Alberon doll with in floral dress carrying flower basket 42cms (H). Dolls appear to be in Mint condition
in Good - Excellent boxes with ...[more]

534

Gotz - A boxed Limited Edition porcelain collectors doll by Gotz #9981004 'Camilla'. The doll measuring approximately 55cms (H)
appears to be in Mint condition and comes with detached swing labels and its Limited Edition certificate no. 67 of 750, and wears a Gotz
branded bracelet. The loose doll is ...[more]

535

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited run dressed Club Edition doll entitled 'An Mei' produced only in 1997, with glass eyes and real hair,
certificate of authenticity, unboxed, doll is approximately 62 cm, doll appears in NM - M condition but is lacking her bracelet. Location :
Above stock room.

536

Alberon - A limited edition Alberon porcelain dressed doll with lace style dress and hair in ringlets, numbered 444/2000, one further
Alberon dressed doll, also included in the lot are two other porcelain dressed dolls, largest approximately 55 cm (h), all are unboxed and
are in E to NM condition. L ...[more]

537

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Anna Lu' from the 2008 Winter Kinder collection, with glass eyes and
real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered 309/377, unboxed, doll is approximately 84 cm, doll appears in NM - M condition. Location
: Above stock room.

538

Alberon - A limited edition porcelain dressed doll by Alberon, modelled as a young girl in a seated position, with a lace style dress and
hair in ringlets, numbered 228/2500 to the back of the neck, doll is unboxed, approximately 70 cm and appears in NM - M condition.
Location : Above stock room.

539

Alberon - A large porcelain dressed doll by Alberon, intricately clothed in the style of a Fairy Godmother and signed to the back of the
head, affixed to display stand, approximately 76 cm (h). Location : Above stock room.

540

A vinyl dressed doll of a young girl likely by Waltershauser Puppenmanufaktur, marked to the back of the neck 'Nr. 28/250II/132/500,
approximately 70 cm, unboxed, doll appears in NM - M condition. Location : Above stock room.

541

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Kila', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
206/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 85 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight
surface marks.

542

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Swantje', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 319/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

543

Annette Himstedt Kinder -Puppen Kinder. A limited 2001 run- dressed doll entitled 'Jana', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of
authenticity , contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 81 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight
creasing.

544

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled Moana', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 210/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

545

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Karla', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
281/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

546

Annette Himstedt Kinder - Puppen Kinder .A 2001 limited two year run dressed doll entitled 'Krissi 1', with glass eyes and real hair,
certificate contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 67 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight
creasing.

547

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Silvi', with glass eyes, certificate of authenticity numbered 126/713,
contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 85 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight creasing.

548

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Maicy', with glass eyes and combination of real and mohair, certificate
of authenticity numbered 212/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 75 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box
lid has some slight cre ...[more]

549

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Tilly', with glass eyes and a wig with a combination of Real/ Mohair,
certificate of authenticity numbered 288/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 68 cm, doll appears in mint
condition.

550

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Club Puppe Lucy', Mother 50 cm with baby doll 18 cm with glass eyes ,
certificate of authenticity numbered 156/713 contained in original box and outer card box. Both dolls have signs of detachment of wigs
and box has some slight c ...[more]

551

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Sibi', with glass eyes and real and mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 313/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

552

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled Masha', with glass eyes and real/Mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 182/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

553

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Polly', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 260/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 60 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

554

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Ida ', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
158/377. Contained in original box sealed with tape and creased box lid, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

555

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Emmi', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 126/277. Contained in original box sealed with tape and creased box lid, approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

556

Annette Himstedt Kinder -puppen kinder - A limited run 1998/1999 dressed doll entitled 'Anna II ', with glass eyes and real hair with
certificate of authenticity . Contained in original box sealed with tape and creased box lid, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint
condition.

557

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited Edition dressed doll entitled 'Lihle ', with glass eyes and hand knotted wig with certificate of
authenticity 332/337. Contained in original box sealed with tape, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

558

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Lorelotte', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 233/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

559

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll and small blue Dove entitled 'Cinderella', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig,
certificate of authenticity numbered 395/577. Contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint
condition, slight damage to b ...[more]

560

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Ineke', with glass eyes, certificate of authenticity numbered 334/377,
contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 80 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

561

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Becki', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 60/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some
slight creasing.

562

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Marlie', with glass eyes and certificate of authenticity. Contained in
original box and outer card box, approximately 60 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight creasing.

563

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Efi', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
336/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 70 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight
creasing.

564

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Moni', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 121/713, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
slight creasing.

565

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Maxi', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
607/713, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 70 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

566

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Kristina', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 184/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 75 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

567

Annette Himstedt Kinder - Puppen Kinder A limited 2000 run dressed doll entitled 'Skille 1904', with glass eyes and real hair, contained
in original taped box with authenticity certificate , approximately 70 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight creasing.

568

Annette Himstedt Kinder - Puppen Kinder 1993/94 dressed doll entitled 'Tara ', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, contained in original
taped box with authenticity certificate , approximately 65 cm, Dress has noticable dirty marks, doll appears in good condition, box has
some creasing.

569

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Lisi', with glass eyes and real/mohair wig, certificate of authenticity
numbered 331/713, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 65 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

570

Annette Himstedt Kinder -puppen kidden 1993/94 dressed doll In Pink dress with glass eyes no certificate of authenticity, contained in
original taped box approximately 90 cm, doll appears in good condition with surface dust to dress.

571

Annette Himstedt Kinder - Puppen Kinder - a limited run dressed doll entitled 'Princess Moonstar', 2001 with glass eyes and real hair,
certificate of authenticity. Contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has
some damage.

572

Annette Himstedt Kinder -Puppen Kinder - a limited run 1993/94 dressed doll in blue dress with glass eyes no certificate of authenticity ,
contained in original taped box approximately 80 cm, doll appears in good condition,

573

Annette Himstedt Kinder - Puppen Kinder- A 1999 limited run dressed doll entitled 'Mirte', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of
authenticity. Contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in excellent condition.

574

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Krinchen', number 163/277 with glass eyes and real hair, no certificate
of authenticity , contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition.

575

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Lilli', with glass eyes and real hair, no certificate of authenticity.
Contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in good condition.

576

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'llai', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
250/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some surface
marks.

577

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Luise', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
244/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in excellent condition, box has some damage.

578

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Elina', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
252/377, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some slight
creasing.

579

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Inga', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity numbered
182/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box lid has some slight
creasing.

580

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Greta', with glass eyes and real hair, certificate of authenticity
numbered 179/277, contained in original box and outer card box, approximately 90 cm, doll appears in mint condition, box has some
slight creasing.

581

4 Collectable painted dolls with glass eyes (3 on stands). Marks on back of neck : SFK -32A 3 Stamped AB15cm Height 45cm - 53cm,

582

Alberon - 3 Collectable, dressed hand painted dolls with glass eyes approximately 35-45 cm . Further unmarked doll approximately
65cm with missing shoe.

583

A good quality vinyl dressed doll modelled as a young girl, wearing tiara and necklace, approximately 67 cm (h), no apparent makers
mark, unboxed, appears in NM - M condition.

584

Annette Himstedt Kinder - A limited edition dressed doll entitled 'Tammi' from the 2003 collection, with glass eyes and mohair wig,
certificate of authenticity numbered 192/277, unboxed, doll is approximately 77 cm, doll appears in NM - M condition.

585

A limited edition vinyl dressed doll by Zofia and Henry Zawieruszynski entitled 'Temika', 45/100, approximately 66 cm (h), doll is
unboxed and affixed to display stand, appears in NM - M condition.

586

Alberon - A limited edition, porcelain, dressed doll by Alberon, modelled as a young girl in seated position, signed to the back of the
head and numbered 508/2500, approximately 60 cm . Doll appears in NM - M condition and is contained in fair box.

587

A limited edition, porcelain, dressed doll by Alberon, numbered to the back of the neck 1103/3000, doll appears NM - M and is contained
in G+ box (box has been taped) and a further, limited edition, porcelain dressed doll marked to the back of the neck 'English Rose' and
numbered 28/2500, appears NM ...[more]

588

Gotz - A Gotz vinyl dressed doll entitled 'Lison', marked to the back of the head and neck, with certificate of authenticity, approximately
70 cm, doll appears NM - M and is contained in G+ box (taped).

589

Gotz - A boxed, vinyl dressed doll by Gotz, blonde hair, necklace and bracelet, approximately 76 cm (h) and with certificate of
authenticity, doll appears in NM - M condition and is contained in G+ box (taped)

590

Alberon - A limited edition, porcelain, dressed doll by Alberon, numbered to the back of the neck 1953/3000, approximately 55 cm (h),
appears NM - M and is contained in original, excellent box. Also includes one further Alberon dressed doll contained in associated box.
[2]

591

A Sonja Hartmann vinyl dressed doll, signed to the back of the neck, approximately 58 cm (h), affixed to display stand, appears in EX
condition.

592

Gotz - A Gotz vinyl dressed doll marked to the back of the neck Gotz Lindner 'Lison', approximately 66 cm (h), appears in NM - M
condition and is contained in Gotz box (taped).

593

Gotz - A Gotz vinyl dressed doll marked to the back of the neck Gotz Lindner 'Lison', approximately 66 cm (h), appears in NM - M
condition and is contained in Gotz box (taped).

594

Steiff By Gotz - A limited edition Steiff By Gotz vinyl doll 'Chantal', approximately 58 cm (h), contained in original box (no certificate). Doll
appears in NM - M condition, box G+.

595

A limited edition, vinyl, dressed doll by Sigikid, numbered to the back of the neck 86/500, approximately 60 cm (h) and a limited edition
Alberon dressed doll. Dolls appear E to NM. [2]

596

Gotz - A vinyl dressed doll by Gotz, marked to the back of the neck Gotz 486-20, approximately 50 cm, appears in NM condition.

604

4 Dressed collectable unmarked, painted glass eyed dolls. (2 on stands) Height approximately 50-60cm

605

Connoisseur Collection Dressed Doll Seymour Mann on stand 56 cm marked on neck 307/5000 Designed by C.Y. Wang. Further 2
collectable dolls on stands with no markings approximately 60 cm .

606

Alberon - A limited edition, porcelain, dressed doll by Alberon, numbered to the back of the neck 1484/2000, approximately 55 cm (h).
Also includes two further Alberon dressed dolls approximately 45 - 35 cm (h).

607

A vinyl dressed doll of a young girl likely by Waltershauser Puppenmanufaktur, marked to the back of the neck wpm 1996,
approximately 80 cm, unboxed. Further three dressed dolls approximately 30-40cm.

